FURNITURE FOR LIFE
RECLAIMED, OAK, ASH, COPPER, ZINC, DEKTON & STEEL

CHOOSE BOLDLY.
DESIGN UNIQUELY.
LIVE MAC+WOOD.
handmade, distinctly designed furniture
“ Our
is beautifully made and unique to everyone
”

Bridging the divide between simplicity and innovation, Mac+Wood
furniture perfectly embodies the bold, modernist design values we hold
dear. Our beautiful collection is made up of striking pieces crafted with
strong edges, smooth surfaces and unmistakeable character.
Built to last and designed to comfortably seat the entire family, a
Mac+Wood table is built from the ground up to be an effortlessly
distinctive centerpiece in the home as well as a place to share with those
you care about.
With bespoke sizing configurations, available in a variety of materials and
finishes that are brimming with warmth and individuality, Mac+Wood has
furniture as unique as the new space you’ve created for it.

To make an enquiry or place an order
Call: 020 3773 1430 email: question@macandwood.com

visit www.macandwood.com

CROSS TABLE

Reclaimed wood (grey finish) and graphite black powder coated steel frame
Seat from 4 to 14+ guests with our totally customisable sizes
ranging from 180cm to 320cm long x 90cm to 140cm wide

“

Mac+Wood furniture designs are as bold as they are contemporary,
warming your home with a mix of materials that truly create a
statement worthy of the space you have created for them

”

SWEEP
DESIGN
Tables from £2,450

An evolution of our Signature design, the Mac+Wood
“Sweep” has all the features of a modern dining table
made for a style conscious owner looking to make an
impression with a bold centrepiece.

Frame available with or without the ‘ski’ leg in
brushed stainless or colour powder coated steel

A modern dining table with a twist, the “Sweep” design
has angled legs pointing out to give a more off-kilter,
but no less elegant look than it’s predecessor, the
“Signature” Table. The angles produce a slightly more
laidback impression, perfect for a home or restaurant/
bar and available in sizes to match both.
• Durable and elegant, Reclaimed Wood, Ash, Oak,
Copper, Zinc or Dekton surfaces available
• Modern dining table look, with a striking, angled frame
• Sizes from 1.8m to 3.4m for up to 14 guests
• Bespoke options available on request.

020 3773 1430
question@macandwood.com
www.macandwood.com

Choose size, material, finishes and more at

macandwood.com

SIGNATURE
DESIGN
Tables from £2,450

Wood
finishes

Raw

RECLAIMED, OAK OR ASH

“

For the classic Mac+Wood advocate,
beautifully crafted surfaces coupled
with our unmistakable leg design

Brown

”

COPPER OR ZINC

Perfect for meeting, eating and sharing experiences with
friends and loved ones, it’s a reflection of our vision. Simple
design and high quality materials that allow the natural
beauty to shine through.
• Warm reclaimed wooden surface in a variety of finishes,
also available in all our unique and gorgeous materials

Dark

Grey

• Elegant brushed stainless or powder coated steel legs in
any colour you want
• Matching side and end benches.
Black

020 3773 1430
question@macandwood.com
DEKTON

www.macandwood.com

Available in
Reclaimed
Wood, Oak
& Ash

ZINC
TABLES
Tables from £2,350

If you’re looking for strikingly elegant design coupled
with a gorgeous metal finish then look no further, our
zinc tables are the modern cousins of the Mac+Wood
Zinc Tables range.
Sleek and lustrous by nature, zinc naturally catches the
light in the room and subtly shifts its hue to match it.
Our zinc tables are available and made to order in any
of the Mac+Wood designs.
• Our zinc tables are available in 2 finishes, natural zinc
or light patina

Zinc

• Brushed stainless or powder coated steel frame
• Effortless maintenance, bespoke sizing options.
Natural

020 3773 1430
question@macandwood.com
www.macandwood.com

Light Patina

FAMILY
DESIGN
Tables from £2,450

“

For a sturdier look that loses none of its
elegance, our Family design is built to fit
all, with seating options for 4-14 people

”

A beautiful, hard-wearing centrepiece that’ll provide
a cherished family gathering place for years to come.
The Mac+Wood Family Table combines practicality with
striking design. The legs have been subtly sculpted and
fitted to align with the tabletop to give the piece the
appearance of having been carved from a solid block.
• Bespoke sizing and material options to suit
• Designed to be hard-wearing and durable for every
family occasion
• Matching side and end benches to seat 2-8 guests.

020 3773 1430
question@macandwood.com
www.macandwood.com

CROSS
TABLE
Tables from £2,450

“

The Cross frame table introduces a
beautiful X frame design that makes
the legs its defining feature and a
must-have centrepiece

”

Hand-crafted at the highest level of quality, this sleek
design is a stunning addition to the Mac+Wood
selection of table designs, bringing with it a departure
from the conventional and an entirely new look to match
your reclaimed wood, copper, zinc or Dekton table top
Ideal for maximising the number of guests around the
table as this design allows chairs to ‘straddle’ over the
frame legs if need be.
• Elegant X frame table leg design in brushed stainless
steel or powder coated in any colour (as shown)
• Matching ‘Cross frame’ benches to accompany table
• Sizes from 1.8m to 3m for up to 14 guests.

020 3773 1430
question@macandwood.com
www.macandwood.com

Choose size, material, finishes and more at

macandwood.com

COPPER
TABLES
Tables from £3,450

With an enduringly warm glow, our beautiful copper
finishes add a touch of retrospective chic to the space
around them.

Copper

Platina tones in our metal tables mean that the character
ages beautifully over time resulting in a weathered look
you can wait for, or select as a finish straight away.
Natural

• Naturally imbued with bacteria fighting properties,
copper and zinc provide an ideal material for a kitchen
or dining table surface
• Over time Patina tones form in our copper and zinc
tables resulting in an aged look you can wait for, or
select as a finish straight away

Distressed

• Tensile strength in the metals we source means that our
metal tables can last for generations.
Aged

020 3773 1430
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Bronze

TRUNK
DESIGN
Tables from £2,450

“

Distinctively unique the Mac+Wood
Trunk table plays with a striking
design suited to any modern home

”

Gorgeous, wide metal legs rise up like trunks to form
an elegant geometric surface on the tabletop itself. A
perfect expression of our pursuit of innovation in design
and fit for any occasion, the Trunk Table is a guaranteed
eye-catcher, conversation-starter and show-stopper.
• Extensive stainless steel frameworking contributes to
an overall more modern design
• Frames available in Colour Powder Coated or
Brushed Stainless Steel
• Matching side and end benches available.

020 3773 1430
question@macandwood.com
www.macandwood.com

All table tops are available in Reclaimed Wood, Oak, Ash, Zinc, Copper & Dekton with a number of finishes.
Frames can be supplied powder coated in any colour or with a Brushed Stainless Steel finish (as shown).

Highly scratch-resistant
Dekton is the most scratch resistant surface on
the market and a slip of a knife won’t damage it.

INTRODUCING

DEKTON

Resistant to stains
Dekton is completely Stain Proof. Even the most
stubborn stains like wine, coffee, markers and
rust can easily be removed from the surface.
It is chemical resistant so drips or splashes of
common household chemicals like bleach, drain
cleaners or oven degreasers won’t harm it.

Tables from £3,725

Our Dekton table tops are availabe in 2cm or 5cm
depths and up to 3200mm long x 1440mm wide

High resistance to fire and heat
Dekton withstands high temperatures without
burning, scorching or cracking. Hot saucepans
and casserole pots can be placed directly on the
surface with no worry of damage.

The newest addition to our range of materials comes in
the form of something truly spectacular.

Resistant to abrasion
Dekton is even more resistant to abrasion than
granite, its finish will last for the life of the product
and never needs to be re-surfaced or re-finished.

Dekton surfaces are hewn using Sinterized Particle
Technology that effectively replicates the process
of metamorphosis in stone that manifests itself over
thousands of years of exposure to extreme heat and
pressure. Yes, you did hear that right, we make our
tables with materials that are created in the same way
diamonds are. The perfect comparison, doing justice to
their astounding quality.
The result takes the form of our new Dekton surface
Tables, a collection of stunning high-end composite
materials that vary in appearance from gleaming
marbled finishes, to gloss and patina detailing brought
to life in dazzling clarity.

Resistant to high UV, ice and thawing
Dekton is highly resistant to ultra violet (UV) light
and will not fade or degrade over time. It is also
Thermal Shock proof from both extreme heat and
extreme cold making it perfect for both indoor
and outdoor applications.

Dekton finishes
XGLOSS Natural

XGLOSS Solid

NATURAL Collection

+
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High mechanical Resistance
With over 5 times the flexural strength of granite,
Dekton can be installed in thinner material
over greater spans allowing for up to a 12-inch
unsupported overhang on our tables.

Tundra

Glacier

Spectra

Splendor

Entzo

Sirocco

More

Non-porous
Dekton is non-porous and naturally prevents
liquids and gasses from penetrating the surface,
making it a low maintenance surface that is
easier to clean.

SIZES & OPTIONS
Seat from 4 to 14+ guests with our totally customisable sizes ranging from 200cm to 340cm long x 90cm to 140cm wide.
Our frame designs available in Brushed Stainless steel or Colour Powder Coated in any colour you wish from the RAL colour chart.

Cross design

Tron design

Zinc

Sweep design

Signature design

Copper

Natural

Light Patina

Natural

Family design

Trunk design

Wood finishes available in Reclaimed Wood, Oak & Ash

Distressed

Aged

Bronze

Raw

Brown

Dark

Grey

Black

All our table designs are also available in our amazing, near indestructable, Dekton table top finishes, with a wide range of marble, natural and gloss options, enquire for details.

THE ORDER AND PRODUCTION PROCESS

1
Interior design by Daniel Hopwood
Signature Table in raw finish by Mac+Wood

Your order enquiry is received
and discussed with us directly.
We’ll be in touch asap

2

We send you a measurement
plan to agree along with a quote.
50% initial payment made

3

Your table is produced
and delivery arranged.
Final payment made

Call 020 3773 1430 email question@macandwood.com visit www.macandwood.com

DEKTON

OAK

COPPER

ASH

ZINC

RECLAIMED WOOD

For a completely unique, made-to-order service
from start to finish, indulge in Mac+Wood and give
your new living space the furniture it deserves.

020 3773 1430
question@macandwood.com

www.macandwood.com

